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Color & Type
Advertisers learned long ago of the importance of type color.

Poets, perhaps because of the cost involved, perhaps because
poets are conservative, poets have been slow to use color. In
spite of Goethe, in spite of Rimbaud. In spite of appearing
foolish. Perhaps.
With desktop publishing, there is little difference in cost
between printing text in color and black & white. Yet there
are many obvious advantages. The poetics, however, of what
are those advantages has yet to be worked out. Out and in
writing.
This book is published using software from Swift Publishing
on an iMax computer, using acid free archival paper, in place,
Ashland Kentucky, waiting for Spring (and All).

This close look at Williams’ poem began several years
ago when my granddaughter Ruby was in the second
grade and asked me to talk to her class about poetry.
I brought to those twenty or so seven year olds
examples of songs, nursery rhymes, and simple poems,
with the idea that these would lead to examples I had
prepared of contemporary poetry, especially visual
poems since I assumed that there would be significant
differences in reading abilities.
When asked about the question “What is a poem?”
I quickly got sidetracked into Williams’ “The Red
Wheelbarrow”. After giving my explanation of the
poem, I asked each row of students to pound out
the beat of the visual representation of the each
line, the 3,1 / 3,1 and the 4,2 / 3/2 etc. while I
read the poem with exaggerated accents.

Years later I gave a poetry reading at the college where
I taught and was asked the same question as did the
seven year old at Ruby’s classroom. I had this
expanded essay ready to use as my
explanation.

The common is given, but
the common knowledge is
not.
Don Byrd The Poetics
of the Common Knowledge

What makes a poem a poem, meaning

what, beyond words, are the materials
of a poem? I’ve been writing poetry
for over forty years, but I can’t
answer the question. Nor do I feel
the need to try. Poetry is made in
the writing of it not from theories
about what is or isn’t a poem. But I
do find it interesting to ask this
question about poetry: what makes a
poem different from a statement?
Because there is no comprehensive
definition of what is a poem, poets
have tried to formalize their
practice into a theory. Williams
Carlos Williams characterized his
later poetry as examples of his
three-part line of a “variable foot”.
Charles Olson is known for Projective
Verse. Both Williams’ and Olson’s
poetics were in response to Ezra
Pound’s theory and practice. Here is
a typical Pound pronouncement:
“Music begins to atrophy when it
departs too far from the dance...
poetry begins to atrophy when it gets
too far from music.”

But before you can do any adequate exploration
of any other patterns that might reveal meaning,
you must explore the most basic one, the pattern
the poem makes of itself.

But it doesn’t reveal itself completely without seeing
it as a part of the book that contained it as well as
the society that has analyzed it. [Why, for instance,
do many who have reproduced the poem, like the
Academy of American Poetry, put a period at the
end? And is it silly to make much of someone
placing a period at the end of this poem when the
errata to the original publication of Spring and All
had over one hundred corrections of spelling and
punctuation?]
It’s worth asking why this poem was given a title
when in the book it was referenced simply as XXII.
Why has it become one of the most anthologized
American poems? What is its appeal in isolation
from the other poems and prose in his Spring and
All? And an even more interesting question is how
that poem in that book relates to the most famous
twentieth century English poem, The Wasteland by T.
S. Eliot, which was published the year before. And,
of course, you might consider this poem with
different types of criticism: feminism, Marxism, postmodernism, psycho-analytical-ism, historicism, etc.

Pound, himself, was tone deaf. When Williams heard
that Pound had written a one-act opera, “Le
Testament de Villon” he said
“Why, he doesn't know one note from another!”
Pound was, however, visually acute, very much aware
of the fact that we read poetry before we hear the
“words” in our head. Here is Pound’s most famous
imagist poem:
In a Station of the Metro
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.
Although I’ve seen a couple examples of indenting the
second line, all other examples of this poem are
reprinted like this one, like in the book in which it
appeared, Lustra and later the collection Personae.
But here is how it appeared when first printed in the
April 1913 edition of Poetry Magazine:
IN A STATION OF THE METRO
The apparition of these faces in the crowd :
Petals on a wet, black bough .

The difference is obvious, but what’s the importance
of the difference? It seems clear that Pound had in
1913 an interest, however temporary, in using the
white space of the page to portray the oral reading of
the poem through visual representation. Pound, of
course, was not the first poet to utilize spacing
between words and lines as a kind of musical score to
indicate how to read a text. The most famous
example is Stephane Mallarmé’s “Un Coup de
dés” (1897). And much before that, Laurence Sterne’s
novel The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman (1759). Williams considered Sterne a
precursor to the writings of Gertrude Stein. If
Williams, himself, was influenced by Sterne (or
Mallarmé or Pound), it was to make full use of the
most overlooked fact of our poetry: we read it. We
read and listen to the voice in our heads. Our poetry
is both visual and oral, but primarily visual: it’s oral
roots having been transformed through the centuries
through literacy but are still living and given
representation visually through the text.

Now that we have dealt with the poem
patterns, there is another feature of the
poem that we must look at: the tension
developed between the poem as spoken and
the poem as seen.How would you read this
poem? Read it.Now read it as if it were a
prose sentence. How do you read it
differently from how you read the poem?
Read the poem again. This time go slow
and pay attention to where you place
emphasis, where you pause, and how much
you pause between words and lines and
stanzas. The visual layout of the poem is
a kind of musical score that allows you
to approximate the intentions of the
writer.
Look again at the poem but without
reading it. It has, as we’ve seen, a
distinct pattern. It is a visual artifact
as well as an example of spoken, verbal,
art. It is both visual and oral. And
because of this integration of these two
perfect patterns, oral and literate,
Williams’ “The Red Wheelbarrow” [or XXII
as it was originally “titled”] is the
most perfect American poem of the
twentieth century.

Now you have a pattern revealing itself.
It’s not a perfect pattern; nor should it
be. There are alternate readings,
different stress patterns. But the
elements of the poem have revealed a
pattern that should convincingly
demonstrate that this is indeed a poem.
And there is more to this seemingly
simple poem.
Look more closely at the patterns
revealed so far. There are four stanzas
of two lines each. Each stanza has three
words in the first line and one in the
second line. This is a very regular
pattern. The pattern is so regular that
it’s like a march: 3,1 3,1 3,1 3,1.
Now look again at the syllable pattern.
The syllable pattern is not so regular.
It goes 4,2 3,2 4,2 4,2. It’s less like a
march, perhaps more like swing or bop.
Now take a look at the metric pattern. It
is even less regular, more like a skip
and shuffle.
The combination of all of these patterns
makes up the dance of the poem.

Look at this sentence:
So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow
glazed with rainwater beside the white
chickens.
This sentence is not a poem. Who would claim
that it is? It’s a prose sentence, simply a prose
sentence and not a very complex one at that.
Now look at this poem, one of the most famous
in all of American literature. It is called “The
Red Wheelbarrow” but it was first published
without a title in a collection called Spring and
All by William Carlos Williams.
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens

It’s a simple poem. There isn’t any doubt about
that. Or is it? What would make it a not so

One hard and two soft: (ex: diagram) =
dactyl

simple poem? What’s the difference between

Two hard: (ex: (hired hand) = spondee

the prose sentence and Williams’ poem? Is it

Two soft: (ex: (in a) = pyrrhic

just how we would read it? Or is it, primarily,
how we see it? Since the content is the same in
the sentence and the poem, the only thing that
can be different is the form. But noticing a
difference in form doesn’t necessarily answer
the question. But finding the kind of difference
in form will answer the question of why this is
a complex poem and not a simple statement.
Here is the poem again, with each line
numbered.

Now look again at the Williams’ poem.
The poem
line number words
poetic foot
so much depends
dactyl iambic
upon
pyrrhic
a red wheel
anapest
barrow
pyrrhic
glazed with rain
dactyl iambic
water
pyrrhic
beside the white
dactyl iambic
chickens
pyrrhic

syllables

(1)

3

4

(2)

1

2

(3)

3

3

(4)

1

2

(5)

3

4

(6)

1

2

(7)

3

4

(8)

1

2

To fully appreciate the next pattern we
need a short course in meter. Look at
the words marked with accents, using the
bold type for syllables that when spoken
require more emphasis. Marking emphasis
in a poem, scanning, is an art not a
science. There will always be
disagreement about how a poem is
scanned. But we should be able to come
up with some approximations, agreeing to
disagree, etc. For instance, do you
read the first words of the poem with a
hard stress on the first word or the
second? As “SO much” or “so MUCH”?
First, you need some terminology. Below
are the names of the most common
metrical “feet”. With these six terms,
you will be able to discuss the word
patterns of many poems.

The Red Wheelbarrow

Emphasis at the end of the word or
words, or soft then hard: (ex: comply) =
iambic

spaces. A pattern is made up of parts. What

Emphasis at the beginning of the
word(s), or hard then soft: (ex:
Johnson) = trochee

for? They are in lines and stanzas, and the

Two soft then a hard: (ex: on the roof)
= anapest

syllables and accents.

so much depends (1)
upon
(2)
a red wheel
barrow

(3)
(4)

glazed with rain
water

(5)
(6)

beside the white
chickens

(7)
(8)

Look at the elements that make up the poem.
What are those elements? Words. Words and
pattern do the words take? What do you look
words are long and short. Look also for

Line 1:
The elements: three words / four syllables
Accents are not always easy to determine, but
try speaking the poem with your natural
voice.
I come up with this:
so much depends [the bold = more emphasis]
Line 2: one word / two syllables /
upon (no accent)
These two words make up a stanza, separated
by a blank line.
Line 3: three words / three syllables / accent:
a red wheel [a red wheel?]
Line 4: one word / two syllables / accent:
barrow (no accent)
Line 5: three words / four syllables / accent:
glazed with rain
Line 6: one word / two syllables / accent:
water (no accent)
Line 7: three words / three syllables / accent:
beside the white
Line 8: one word / two syllables / accent:
chickens (no accent)

